
 

 

SURVIVAL 
GUIDE 
to ESN ELTE’S 

 
MENTORCAMP 2017 Fall 

 

 

 

Ready to leave your  troubles & the XXI century 

behind? Then come with us baby...  



 

 

Dear ESN ELTE mentor, 

We're incredibly happy that you were 

adventurous enough to join us in our awesome 

upcoming retro trip to the past! Our legendary 

MentorCamp is an event where lasting 

friendships and crazy memories are created. 

It’s not something you will forget or regret 

soon, that’s for sure! 

However, to enjoy it fully, you will need to be 

aware of certain…. things. That’s why we 

prepared this little Survival Guide for you!  

Have fun while reading it! 



 

 

 

MEETING POINT & TIME 

Meeting Point: Budapest, Déli pályaudvar  

Departure: 10:10 

Important: you have to buy your ticket at the station 

beforehand.  

Ticket price (with student ID + Budapest pass): 560 Ft  

Station where we get off:   Velence 

Please arrive on time! Look for the ESN flag  

 

 



 

 

JESUS DAMN CHRIST,I CAN ONLY 
ARRIVE LATER. WHAT NOW!?! 

Don’t panic! We got your back. 

  

First, please notify us 

that you can only come 

later, so that we know 

when to expect you.  

If you are simply late 

or get lost on your way 

…call Lady Angelika:  

+36 30 401 4216 

Come with the train 

you can (remember, 

Velence is the name of 

the stop you have to get off at). 

Later trains:  

10:40, 11:10, 11:40, 12:10 etc (every hour: 10, 40)    

 

   …and from the train station follow the                                

route pictured on the next page:  



 

 

Below is the entrance of the camp. Don’t worry, 

it’s more welcoming in real life. (Plus it has a 

 



 

 

 ACCOMMODATION 

 

Place: XIII. kerületi Önkormányzat Ifjúsági Tábora 

Address: Velence, Széchenyi út 13. 

 

You will be accommodated in 6-8 bedded 

rooms – fear not to meet your fellow 

ESNers. ;) 

 

 
 



 

 

WHAT TO BRING to this retro heaven

 ID card and student card (hopefully you 

have it with you anyway) 

 Food and snacks for Friday especially – 

on the 13th we will only have dinner 

 Warm clothes (some retro fun will be 

outside)  

 Cigarettes, in case you smoke.  

 Medicaments,  if you take any regularly 

 Bring enough booze, there will be no BÜFÉ 

at the camp, but you will have some free 

time to visit some shops 

 Enough cash  

 Bath towel + cute flip-flops 

 Raincoat or umbrella  

 Your costumes for the camp’s thematic 

retro party  

 

 



 

 

BYE FOR NOW, SEE YOU SOON darlings 

Hope you are ready for the MentorCamp, since 

it’s an event where many unexpected things 

happen anyway! 

Head of the OC: Dorottya Nagy +36 20 266 2723 

President: Márk Csányi +36 70 522 6848 

As a closure, here’s a super adorable retro 

picture of one of our team members (can you guess 
who it is?) 

 

 

The Organising Committee 


